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Design Metrics Technology

Improvements in the software development process depend on our ability to collect and analyze data drawn from 
the various phases of the development life cycle. The Software Engineering Research Center (SERC) Design Metrics 
Team has developed a metrics-guided methodology for software reliability that begins with architectural design. 
This technology provides a framework that is unbiased, efficient, and cost-effective to determine design improve-
ments, code-modification, and testing and management strategies. Applying this methodology to software designs 
highlights the stress points and determines overall design quality. Stress points are defined as critical components in 
software where errors in coding and programming logic are likely to occur. Identifying such components in advance 
and applying mitigating approaches results in effective resource allocation. In the coding phase, the technology can 
identify those stressful components and provide change impact analysis. In testing, the metrics can assist in deter-
mining where testing effort should be focused and the types of test strategies to employ. In the thirteen years of 
metrics validation, on a wide variety of projects ranging from missile defense, satellite, accounting, and telecom-
munications systems to interactive games, the design metrics have identified at least 75 percent of the error-prone 
components 100 percent of the time with very few false positives. Applying the design metrics technology can assist 
developers in engineering quality into the software product. For more information, contact Dr. Wayne M. Zage, 765-
285-8664; e-mail: wmzage@bsu.edu.
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Software Engineering Research Center (SERC)
Spotlighting the Code

Professor Norman Wilde has developed a technology called the Reconnaissance Tool to find specific sections of com-
puter code that carry out specific functions. A recent example is quickly identifying sections of computer code with 
date information that were susceptible to Y2K problems. The software is widely available. For more information, 
contact N. Wilde, University of West Florida, 850-474-2548; e-mail: nwilde@uwf.edu.

Smart Manuals

Large organizations such as the U.S. government and industrial operations often have many thousands of pages of 
manuals. These present considerable challenges not only in terms of locating information, navigating large docu-
ment systems, eliminating overlaps/redundancies, and upgrading information, but also in providing guidance for 
users in carrying out work based on the manual information. Professor Hany Ammar of West Virginia University has 
worked with a government contractor called ManTech Inc. to develop a prototype design of a smart interactive elec-
tronic technical manual that provides many advantages over previous approaches. The prototype not only enhances 
the interactions of users with these large manuals, but can also receive input from users to help in diagnosing prob-
lems and can guide them through the repair process. The method uses Bayesian nets to determine the most likely 
problems and best courses of action. The method is more flexible, more interactive, accepts more user inputs, and 
provides more guidance than previous technologies. For more information, contact Many Ammar, West Virginia Uni-
versity, 304-293-0405 ext. 2514. 

Improvements in Software Development Processes

Professor Raffo, Portland State Uni-
versity (PSU), has worked to achieve 
rapid deployment of process models 
to improve software development. 
The method provides a more rapid 
and effective way for organizations 
to analyze and improve the way they 
develop software. The rapid process 
modeling Raffo has developed work-
ing with Lockheed could reduce the 
barriers to use of modeling and simu-
lation to improve software develop-
ment processes. 
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Safety in SmartHomes

With the increasing availability of low cost wireless devices such as cellular phones, medical devices, and home net-
working devices, it is now possible to remotely and programmatically control various devices and events at home, 
and outside. However, while offering increased flexibility and convenience to humans, these devices have also 
raised the possibility of serious malfunction due to proximity. For example, aircraft navigation systems and medical 
implants are affected adversely by cellular devices and other devices that emit large amounts of radiation such as 
an NMR. Despite stringent emission standards, proximity of two or more devices, often of different kinds, can raise 
serious threats to human life. The SmartHome project has investigated, among others, issues of safety. A key contri-
bution of this work is universal software/hardware architecture for devices that radiate. Such an architecture, 
obtained with the help of Digital Device Manuals, allows controllers embedded in various life threatening environ-
ments such as hospitals and aircraft, to ensure safe operation of mobile and other radiating devices. For more infor-
mation, contact Aditya Mathur, 317-494-7822; email: apm@cs.purdue.edu.
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